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Abstract: Glutathione is of great significance in pharmaceutical and health fields, and one-step
synthesis of reduced glutathione by glutathione bifunctional synthase has become a focus of research.
The stability of glutathione bifunctional synthase is generally poor and urgently needs to be modified.
The B-factor strategy and un/folding free energy calculation were both applied to enhance the
thermal stability of glutathione bifunctional synthase from Streptococcus agalactiae (GshFSA). Based on
the concept of B-factor strategy, we calculated the B-factor by molecular dynamics simulation to find
flexible residues, performed point saturation mutations and high-throughput screening. At the same
time, we also calculated the un/folding free energy of GshFSA and performed the point mutations.
The optimal mutant from the B-factor strategy was R270S, which had a 2.62-fold increase in half-life
period compared to the wild type, and the Q406M was the optimal mutant from the un/folding
free energy calculation, with a 3.02-fold increase in half-life period. Both of them have provided a
mechanistic explanation.

Keywords: molecular dynamics simulation; B-factor strategy; thermal stability; glutathione
bifunctional synthase

1. Introduction

Reduced glutathione is a tripeptide group composed of glutamic acid, cysteine and
glycine, and it is most abundant biothiol in cells. Due to its antioxidant properties, it is
widely used in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food industries [1].

The traditional method of glutathione biosynthesis was composed of the fermentation
method and two-step enzymatic method. The fermentation method was performed by
yeast fermentation, which had advantages of easy availability of raw materials and mature
process, but this method also had problems such as low yield and difficult separation [2].
The traditional enzymatic method involved γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-GCS) and
glutathione synthetase (GS). The use of GS enzyme was the rate-limiting step of the reaction,
which had problems such as low synthesis efficiency [3].

Recently, glutathione bifunctional synthases have been found to perform one-step
glutathione production, such as GshF from Streptococcus sanguinis (GshFSS) [4], GshF from
Streptococcus thermophiles (GshFST) [5] and GshF from Streptococcus agalactiae (GshFSA) [6].
The reaction requires only three amino acids and ATP to be completed. These glutathione
bifunctional synthases all have enzyme activity of about 2 U/mg and highly similar
sequences, but all suffer from low thermal stability, which poses a great challenge for the
next step of industrial application.

In recent years, attention has been focused on the modification of the thermal stability
of biocatalysts. Natural enzyme catalysts are of poor stability, which affects the catalytic
efficacy of an enzyme, affects the reusability of an enzyme, and increases the cost of
preserving and transporting an enzyme [7].
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The following factors are generally considered to affect the thermal stability of proteins:
salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, disulfide bonds, electrostatic inter-
actions, etc. [8]. The hydrophobic interactions were considered to be the most important
factor [9]. Protein stability is further divided into thermodynamic and kinetic stability.
Thermodynamic stability can be defined as the Gibbs free energy difference between the
natural and unfolded conformations of a protein, while the Gibbs free energy difference
∆Gu, melting temperature Tm, and unfolding equilibrium constant Ku are generally used
to describe protein thermodynamic stability [10]; protein dynamic stability refers to the
resistance to inactivation at a certain temperature. Generally, the half-life t1/2 (the time
required for enzyme activity to drop to half of its initial level) and T50 (the temperature
required for enzyme activity to be reduced by half) are used to characterize the dynamic
stability of an enzyme [11].

Nowadays, strategies that are widely used to enhance protein stability include directed
evolution, evolutionary analysis, un/folding free energy calculations, B-factor, machine
learning, artificial design of disulfide bonds, proline strategies, etc. [12,13].

Anthony P. Green et al. used directed evolution to enhance the plastic degradation en-
zyme PETases and obtained a high thermal stability mutant HotPETase by high-throughput
screening, with only a 6% decrease in activity after 24 h incubation at 75 ◦C [14]. Yang et al.
reported that an un/folding free energy calculation could be used to enhance the thermal
stability of alginate lyase. They calculated the B-factor and ∆∆G of the enzyme and ratio-
nally designed point mutants, and the best mutant H176D had almost twice the half-life
period of WT at 50 ◦C [15]. Machine learning can also be used to guide the modification of
enzyme thermal stability. For example, Arnold’s group used mutant data obtained from
directed evolution as a training set and they used it to guide further modification of P450.
The model predicted that the recommended mutant improved the T50 value by 8.7 ◦C [16].

In this study, we used molecular dynamics simulations, based on the protein model
constructed by Alphafold2 [17], to predict potential saturation mutation sites under the
guidance of B-factor, and performed high-throughput screening. Meanwhile, the un/folding
free energy (∆∆G) was also calculated, the sites for point mutations were predicted under
the guidance of ∆∆G, and the stability was evaluated. Both strategies allowed us to make a
rapid global search for dominant mutants and reduce the workload compared to random
mutations, which is an excellent method for improving enzyme thermal stability.

2. Results
2.1. Model Construction and MD of GshFSA

Based on the amino acid sequence of GshFSA, we performed the protein model
construction and evaluation by Alphafold2. In Alphafold2, it is generally considered that
the structure can be used as a reference when scoring over 90, and the model score came
to 94.5. We further evaluated the model by SAVES v6.0 (https://saves.mbi.ucla.edu/,
accessed on 11 November 2021), and the model passed ERRAT, Verify3D, and PROCHECK
scoring and testing [18]. The results of ERRAT and Verify 3D were as follows. In ERRAT,
the model of GshFSA using Alphafold2 scored 97.15, and passed the test. In Verify 3D,
93.21% of the residues averaged 3D–1D score ≥ 0.2 and passed the test. In Figure 1, the
results of PROCHECK showed that residues in the most favored regions came to 92.6%,
and residues in the additional allowed regions came to 7.0%. Alphafold2 could build a
more realistic protein model for the next step of molecular dynamics simulation.

The protein structure was simulated using Gromacs for 298 K, 318 K and 338 K
with 100 ns. After energy minimization, pressure pre-equilibration, and temperature pre-
equilibration, root mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square fluctuation (RMSF)
values were calculated. RMSD is used to indicate the structural changes of the protein sim-
ulation process, and RMSF indicates the degree of flexibility of amino acid residues. When
describing a protein, the higher the B-factor value, the more unstable and flexible the con-
formation of that residue is. In molecular dynamics simulation, RMSF2 = B × 3/8/π2 [19],
and so we calculated the B-factor for each residue. According to Figure 2, we found
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that the B-factor values of residues in the 117–121 region, 162–166 region, 202–205 region,
267–272 region, and 509–554 region were higher compared to other regions and fluctuated
more with increasing temperature. Therefore, residues in this region were preferentially
selected as the point saturation mutation sites.
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Finally, A121, R270, D508, F533, and K551 were selected as the sites for point saturation
mutations, and point saturation mutation libraries were constructed according to the
method shown in Section 3.2.

2.2. Screening Results of Point-Saturated Mutant Libraries

According to the method shown in Section 3.4, we constructed the mutant library and
completed the high-throughput primary screening of 1600 samples successfully, and a total
of 32 positive samples were screened out. These 32 positive samples were re-screened by
shake flask and the following results were obtained.

As shown in Figure 3, the mutants were all samples with higher residual enzyme
activity than the wild type after heat treatment at 45 ◦C for 4 min, and there were 17 samples
in total. After heat treatment, the residual enzyme activity of the wild type was only 11.4%,
which indicated that the GshFSA had low thermal stability and was difficult to use widely
as an industrial enzyme. The best mutant was R270S, and the residual enzyme activity was
39.94% of the initial enzyme activity after heat treatment under the same conditions. The
site that screened for the most dominant mutants was 121 residue, with five. Here, we only
did single-point saturation mutations instead of double-point or multi-point saturation
mutations, because the probability of being able to superimpose advantageous mutations
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at the same time is not high enough for multi-point simultaneous mutations. Additionally,
there is a high probability of an antagonistic effect, which increases the uncertainty. After
measuring the half-life of the optimal mutant R270S at 40 ◦C, its t1/2 increased from 5.69 min
to 14.88 min compared with the wild type, which was shown in Table 1. This constituted a
2.62-fold increase.
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Table 1. Comparison of wild-type and point saturation mutation screening for optimal mutants.

GshFSA T1/2 at 40 ◦C (min) Special Enzyme Activity (U/mg)

Wild type 5.69 1.47
R270S 14.88 1.53

2.3. Calculation of Un/Folding Free Energy and Modification of Single Variants

Structure-based and un/folding free energy calculations have also become widely
used strategies in recent years, the most common selections for which were FoldX and
Rosetta_ddg. The calculation of the un/folding free energy uses the energy function
to describe the energy difference between the wild type and the mutants, which in-
cludes hydrogen bonding energy, van der Waals contributions, differences in solvation
energy, etc. Additionally, Fireprot software can perform the free energy calculation of
FoldX and Rosetta_ddg at the same time [20]. Firstly, we used the stable conforma-
tion after simulating 100 ns as a template for the next free energy calculation; secondly,
FoldX was used to perform the calculation and screened out the potential mutants with
∆∆G < −1 kcal/mol. Then, these mutants were passed through Rosetta_ddg for a free
energy calculation to get the final recommended mutants. In the un/folding free energy
calculation: ∆∆G = ∆Gmutant − ∆Gwildtype. When ∆∆G is negative and the absolute
value of this value is larger, it proves that the contribution of this mutation is higher [21].
The results of the calculations were as follows. All mutants were fermented in a shake flask,
expressed and tested for half-life.

According to the results in Table 2, one mutant, N444W, had a mutation-decreased
half-life, and the rest of the mutants were higher than the wild type. Among these mutants,
three mutants had at least twice the half-life of the wild type, and the remaining six mutants
had elevated but not significant half-lives. The best of them was mutant Q406M, which had
a half-life of 18.21 min, 3.02 times higher than that of the wild type. In Figure 4, we plotted
the thermal inactivation curves of all mutants with more than a twofold increase in half-
value period. The above results indicated that this calculation of un/folding free energy
could help to find some advantageous mutants quickly. However, to find the mutants with
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great enhancement, further combinations of dominant sites or saturation mutations in these
point mutations are needed to find amino acids that contribute more to stability.

Table 2. Results of un/folding free energy calculation and half-life of mutants.

Mutants FoldX-∆∆G (kcal/mol) Rosetta_ddg-∆∆G (kcal/mol) t1/2 at 40 ◦C (min)

S179M −3.88 −2.9 15.18
S365P −2.87 −4.61 11.69
I71W −2.62 −10.81 7.74

S266M −2.51 −6.55 6.67
N210G −2.01 −9.11 6.47
Q206W −1.94 −7.33 8.17
N444W −1.91 −7.85 4.66
Q406M −1.82 −8.72 18.21
L434F −1.81 −5.44 6.69
A199F −1.74 −9.43 6.13
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2.4. Mechanistic Analysis

In order to explain the elevated thermal stability after mutation, we re-modeled the
mutant with Alphafold2 and performed 50 ns molecular dynamics simulations at 298 K
and 313 K using Gromacs. Based on Figure 5A, the simulation results of wild-type, R270S
and Q406M mutants showed that the values of RMSD fluctuated stably in the range of
0.22–0.24 nm, which indicated that the simulation results were reliable.
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From Figure 5B, it could be found that the RMSF of wild type in the 510–570 region
fluctuates more, which proved that this segment was more flexible. After mutation, the
overall RMSF values of 510–570 region decreased. In particular, in Q406M, the RMSF values
in this region decreased significantly, which indicated that mutation helped to stabilize the
510–570 region and increased the rigidity of this region. In the 270 site, the RMSF value of
R270S is lower than that of wild type. These were the reasons for the increased stability
after the mutation [22]. We could find that there was no significant change in RMSF at the
406 site before and after the mutation. It affected the stability by affecting the surrounding
area. This also showed that the strategy of using molecular dynamics simulations to find
high B-factor sites for saturation mutations was inherently limited, because it could not
find key sites, like 406, that increase the surrounding region rather than increasing its
own rigidity.

We superimposed WT-298 K, WT-313 K, R270S-298 K, R270S-313 K conformation using
Pymol and calculated the average RMSD. The larger RMSD indicates the more unstable
conformation. We found that the RMSD of WT was 1.691 in Figure 6A and that of R270S was
1.306 in Figure 6B. This indicated that the structure of a wild type collapsed significantly
after the molecular dynamics simulation at a high temperature, while the conformation
of R270S was more stable. In addition, as shown in Figure 6A, some loop regions in the
conformation of the wild type were less superimposed, and the same loop regions was
significantly better stacked in R270S, according to Figure 6B.
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After that, we performed hydrogen bonding analysis before and after mutation at site
270 by Pymol. The structures in the figure were all stable conformations after molecular
dynamics simulations. As shown in Figure 7A, the wild type had one hydrogen bond
between ARG270 and GLU243. Conversely, after mutation, Ser270 produced two stable
hydrogen bonds with ASN271 and LEU273, as shown in Figure 7B. This indicated that one
more hydrogen bond was produced after mutation. Additionally, hydrogen bond was also
a significant factor in maintaining the protein structure and stability, and so this explained
why the thermal stability of R270S was enhanced.

We superimposed WT-298 K, WT-313 K, Q406M-298 K, Q406M-313 K conformation
using Pymol and calculated the average RMSD. We found that the RMSD of Q406M was
1.279 in Figure 8B. The RMSD was similarly lower than that of the wild type in Figure 8A,
which also indicated that the mutant had better resistance to high temperature and was
more stable. Additionally, according to the observations, some of the helix and loop regions
of the wild type severely collapsed, with low degree of stacking and poor stability, while
Q406M had a somewhat higher degree of stacking in the same regions.
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Above, we employed two strategies, the B-factor strategy and un/folding free energy
calculation, to enhance the thermal stability of GshFSA. Both approaches have found their
respective advantageous mutants, and the thermal stability of GshFSA has been improved.
The mechanism could be explained from MD simulations, hydrogen bonding analysis,
and conformational superposition. We found that each approach had its own limitations
when used alone. Finding high B-factor sites to go through saturation mutations to reduce
flexibility has been widely adopted. However, we should consider protein as a whole,
sometimes as a dominant mutation, which is not a high flexibility site itself, but which
enhances the rigidity of a region through synergy with nearby residues rather than the
enhancement of its own rigidity. The calculation of un/folding free energy always had this
problem of low accuracy and a large number of attempts are always needed, and scientists
have already used graphical neural networks and Bayesian networks to predict the free
energy efficiently and accurately [23]. Therefore, a simultaneous approach of both strategies
can be adopted to find dominant mutants more widely and quickly while avoiding the need
to conduct large-scale random mutation screening. In the thermal stability modification of
keratinase, Su et al. used a molecular dynamic simulation strategy to identify 22 flexible
sites based on the B-factor, and each site was virtually screened based on un/folding free
energy calculation to streamline the experiment and improve the screening accuracy [24].
This simultaneous use of multiple methods can greatly improve the screening efficiency
and accurately find the key sites affecting the thermal stability.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Strains and Culture Medium

E. coli BL21 (DE3) was used for enzyme expression, and E. coli Top10 was used for
plasmid propagation. All of the strains were purchased from Shanghai Weidi Biotechnology
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Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The enzymes and mutants were all expressed in Luria Bertani
(LB) medium (tryptone 10 g/L, yeast extract 5 g/L, NaCl 10 g/L, 50 ug/mL kanamycin).
The induction temperature was 30 ◦C and 0.2 mM of isopropyl-β-D, thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) was added for overexpression. The tryptone and yeast extract were purchased from
Oxoid (UK), other reagents in Section 3.1 were purchased from Sigma (Shanghai, China).

3.2. Construction of Mutants

The strategy for point-saturated library construction was the NNK, by designing
primers, adding equal proportions of bases at the mutation site. We achieved mutant
library construction with Mut Express II Fast Mutagenesis Kit V2supplied by Vazyme
(Nanjing, China). PCR was performed for 30 cycles consisting of 30 s at 95 ◦C, 15 s at
95 ◦C, 15 s at 60 ◦C, 6 min at 72 ◦C, 5 min at 72 ◦C. The method for point mutations was
constructed as above.

3.3. Enzyme Activity and Thermal Stability Assay

The enzymatic activity of GshFSA was assayed as follows. There was a reaction
system of 1 mL: the substrates were 40 mM glycine, 20 mM cysteine, 40 mM gluta-
mate, 20 mM ATP and 20 mM MgCl2. The reaction was carried out in 200 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.5) for 10 min, and the reaction was terminated with 20% (v/v) trichloroacetic acid,
and the activity assay was performed using the specific reaction of tetraoxypyrimidine
with glutathione, which concluded with 700 µL 200 mM PBS, 100 µL 7.5 g/L glycine,
100 µL 1 g/L tetraoxypyrimidine, and 100 µL reaction solution. After a 20 min reaction
at 30 ◦C, the standard curve was plotted and the enzyme activity was calculated by Abs
305 nm. All of these reagents in Section 3.3 were purchased from Shanghai yuan ye
Bio-Technology Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China).

We used t1/2 as a parameter to evaluate the thermal stability of the enzyme. T1/2 is
the kinetic parameter of the enzyme and refers to the time required for the enzyme activity
to drop to half of the initial one. We placed the wild type and mutants in a metal bath at
40 ◦C and kept taking samples over time to test the remaining enzyme activity and plot the
thermal inactivation curve.

3.4. High Throughput Screening

After constructing the mutant library, we performed the following steps for the culture
and screening of the mutant library: single colonies from the plates were picked into
96 deep-well plates as the primary culture and incubated at 37 ◦C and 900 rpm for 8 h.
Then, we inoculated primary culture into the secondary deep-well plate at 1% inoculum
and incubated it for 3 h; we then added 0.2 mM IPTG and incubated for 12 h at 30 ◦C
and 700 rpm.

Then, we set the centrifuge parameters to 3000× g rpm, 5 min, and 4 ◦C to collect
the bacteria. We added Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) for resuspension, a freeze–thaw experiment was
performed three times to complete cell fragmentation, and we centrifuged again to collect
the crude enzyme solution.

We completed the enzyme activity assay in a 96-well plate, the enzyme activity assay
was shown in Section 3.3. All mutants were directly placed in heat treatment at 45 ◦C
for 4 min and the remaining enzyme activity assay was performed. After heat treatment,
the spots with high residual activity were selected for sequencing validation and shake
flask re-screening.

3.5. Model Construction and Molecular Dynamics Simulation

In this study, both wild type and mutant models were constructed by Alphafold2
which was developed by Deepmind from UK (colab.research.google.com/github/sokrypton/
ColabFold/blob/main/AlphaFold2.ipynb, accessed on 27 October 2021), and all molecular
dynamics simulation procedures were performed by Gromacs (Groningen, The Nether-
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lands, Version 2021.4). The structure presentation and comparative analysis were all
performed by Pymol (USA, Version 2.5.4).

3.6. Un/Folding Energy Calculation

In this study, we used Fireprot (loschmidt.chemi.muni.cz/fireprotweb, accessed on
25 March 2022) to perform the calculation of un/folding free energy, uploaded the protein
conformation after molecular dynamics simulation to the Fireprot (Czechia), observed the
Gibbs free energy calculation results of FoldX and Rosetta in its energy mutant module,
and sorted and selected the modification sites.

4. Conclusions

In this article, the B-factor strategy and un/folding free energy calculation strategy
were both used to enhance the thermal stability of GshFSA. Molecular dynamics simulations
were performed by Gromacs to calculate the B-factor of each residue. Five highly flexible
sites were investigated and site-saturation mutations were performed. A total of 17 positive
mutants were finally identified by high-throughput screening, the best of which was R270S
with a 2.62-fold increase in half-life compared to the wild type; meanwhile, 10 mutants were
also predicted and validated by performing un/folding free energy calculations based on
the structure. Of those identified, 3 mutants were found to be more than twofold higher than
the wild type, and the best one was Q406M, which was 3.02-fold higher than the wild type
with a half-life of 18.21 min. The mechanism of thermal stability enhancement was studied
from the perspectives of molecular dynamics simulation, conformational comparison, and
hydrogen bonding analysis. However, the B-factor showed some limitations: it is not
possible to discover low B-factor site that influences the nearby regions and thus enhance
the overall rigidity, and the un/folding free energy calculation strategy also has some
accuracy problems. This strategy could combine the advantages of B-factor and free energy
calculation to find the superior mutants simultaneously from multiple angles, which can
achieve more rapid and accurate enhancement of enzyme thermal stability. In the future,
there is strong necessity to carry out the combination of multiple dominant mutants, which
may find dominant stacked combinatorial mutants to further enhance the thermal stability
of GshFSA.
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